REAL-TIME ACCOUNTING

If you prefer learning about problems in your business long after
you could have fixed them, then don’t change a thing.
For a very long time, business leaders managed using periodic,
retrospective reports. This reporting helped them see what
mistakes had been made, what could have been more
profitable, and which customers weren’t paying on time.
Many successful business owners still manage this way.
They hire accounting staff to keep up with the reporting,
compliance, and operational details it takes to keep the
lights on, collect from customers, track inventory and
manage payroll.

Did I price too low? Did I spend too much?
Did I extend too much credit?
But today’s innovative businesses look at things a little
differently. Why wait till after month end to fix what’s
wrong? Why not track key performance indicators on a
real-time basis, so you can see what’s working? Why not
use data to learn what your clients buy and what they
never even consider?
And why spend your time managing accounting staff to do
what experts can handle for you? You probably have a few
other things to do.
More than two dozen
professionals helping
clients in real time…
backed by the industry
expertise of 300 more.

Learn more at kaufmanrossin.com

Introducing Kaufman Rossin Connect. It’s real-time
accounting. So you always know what’s going on with your
business…as it’s happening.
Our integrated, cloud-based accounting ecosystem uses
state-of-the-art technology, with built-in security, to
handle your daily processes, monthly reconciling, and
year-end reporting. Based on your industry, company
culture and specific needs, we’ll recommend the right
virtual tools and procedures. Our accounting ecosystem
is built around a robust general ledger system and include
the following capabilities:
• Payroll

• Accounts payable

• Workflows

• Expense reports

• Time management

• Ongoing management
reporting

• File management
• Accounts receivable

No more wondering how your business is doing – you can
view all the metrics that matter in real time, in one place.
See how you’re doing…what needs tweaking…and where
you could use some professional advice from the sharp,
experienced team that’s here for you.

Decades of experience
helping entrepreneurs
and individuals seize
opportunities

Innovative tools that make it
all easier, more transparent,
and super-efficient.

